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Abstract

We propose a method of face verification that takes advantage of a reference set of
faces, disjoint by identity from the test faces, labeled with identity and face part locations.
The reference set is used in two ways. First, we use it to perform an “identity-preserving”
alignment, warping the faces in a way that reduces differences due to pose and expression
but preserves differences that indicate identity. Second, using the aligned faces, we learn
a large set of identity classifiers, each trained on images of just two people. We call these
“Tom-vs-Pete” classifiers to stress their binary nature. We assemble a collection of these
classifiers able to discriminate among a wide variety of subjects and use their outputs as
features in a same-or-different classifier on face pairs. We evaluate our method on the
Labeled Faces in the Wild benchmark, achieving an accuracy of 93.10%, significantly
improving on the published state of the art.

1 Introduction
In face verification, we are given two face images and must determine whether they are
the same person or different people. The images may vary in pose, expression, lighting,
occlusions, image quality, etc. The difficulty lies in teasing out features in the image that
indicate identity and ignoring features that vary with differences in environmental conditions.

One might argue it is easy to find features that correspond with identity. For example,
to distinguish the faces of actors Lucille Ball and Orlando Bloom from each other, we can
consider hair color. “Red hair” is a simple feature that consistently indicates Lucille Ball. To
distinguish images of Stephen Fry and Brad Pitt, the best feature might be “crooked nose.”
With a sufficiently large and diverse set of these features, we should have a discriminating
feature for almost any pair of subjects. Kumar et al. [18] explored this approach, calling
these features “describable visual attributes,” implementing them as classifiers, and using
them for verification. A limitation of the approach is that the set of reliable features can only
be as big as the relevant vocabulary one can come up with and get training data labelers to
consistently label.

In this paper, we automatically find features that can distinguish between two people,
without requiring the features to be describable in words and without requiring workers
to label images with the feature. A simple way to find such a feature is to train a linear
classifier to distinguish between two people. If the training data includes many images of
each person under varied conditions, the projection found by the classifier will be insensitive
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Figure 1: An overview of the verification system. A reference set of images labeled with
parts and identities is used to train a parts detector and a large number of “Tom-vs-Pete”
classifiers. Then given a pair of test image, parts are detected and the detected parts are used
to perform an “identity-preserving” alignment. The Tom-vs-Pete classifiers are run on the
aligned images, with the results passed to a same-or-different classifier to produce a decision.

to the conditions and consistently correspond to identity. We call classifiers trained in this
way “Tom-vs-Pete” classifiers to emphasize that each is trained on just two individuals. We
will show that they can be applied to any individual and used for face verification.

To demonstrate the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, we collect a “reference set” of face images,
labeled by identity and with many images of each subject. We build a library of Tom-vs-Pete
classifiers by considering all possible pairs of subjects in the reference set. We then assemble
a subset of these classifiers such that, for any pair of subjects, it is highly likely that we have
at least a few classifiers able to distinguish them from each other. When presented with a
pair of faces (of subjects not in the reference set) for verification, we apply these classifiers
to each face and use the classifier outputs as features for a second-stage classifier that makes
the “same-or-different” verification decision. Figure 1 shows an overview of the method.

To allow us to build a large and diverse collection of Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, and to make
it more likely that each classifier will generalize beyond the two subjects it is trained on, each
classifier looks at just a small portion of the face. These small regions must correspond to
each other across images and identities for the classifiers to be effective, so alignment of the
faces becomes particularly important. With this in mind, we adopt an alignment procedure,
based on the detection of a set of face parts, that enforces a fairly strict correspondence
across images. Our alignment procedure also includes a novel use of the reference dataset
to distinguish geometry differences due to pose and expression, which should be normalized
out by the alignment, from those that pertain to identity (such as thicker lips or a wider nose)
and should be preserved. We call this an “identity-preserving alignment.”

We evaluate our method on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [16], a face verification
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benchmark using uncontrolled images collected from Yahoo News. We achieve an accuracy
of 93.10%, reducing the error rate of the previous state of the art by 26.86%.

2 Related Work
The field of face recognition and verification has too long a history to survey here, so we
focus on previous approaches that are similar to ours. As shown in Figure 1, our method is
essentially a hierarchical classifier, where the outputs of the Tom-vs-Pete face classifiers are
combined to form features for input to a second stage pair classifier. Wolf et al. [32, 33] also
use a two-level classifier, for each test pair training a small number of “one-shot” and “two-
shot” classifiers using one or both test images as positive samples and an additional fixed set
of reference images as negative samples. Yin et al. [34] take a similar approach but augment
the positive training set with a set of images of subjects similar to the test image, chosen
from a reference set independent from the test set. In both cases specialized classifiers must
be trained for each test image. In contrast, we train a single set of classifiers as an offline
preprocessing step and have no need to train during testing.

Kumar et al. [18, 19] also adopt this two-level classifier structure, using a set of attribute
(gender, race, hair color, etc.) classifiers in the first stage. This requires a great deal of
manual effort in choosing and labeling attributes, while our method automatically generates
a very large number of classifiers from data labeled only with identity. The “simile classi-
fiers” method from the same work uses a set of one-vs-all identity classifiers trained on an
independent reference dataset for the first stage. This is most similar to our work, but the
one-vs-one nature of the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers allow us to produce a much larger set of
classifiers, quadratic instead of linear in the number of subjects. The simplicity of the one-
vs-one concept to be learned also allows us to use fast linear SVMs, while the attribute and
simile classifiers use an RBF kernel.

Other well-performing verification methods that do not follow this precise two-level
structure still follow the pattern of first learning how to extract features, then learning the
same-vs-different classifier. For example, Pinto and Cox [25] use a validation set of face
pairs to experiment with a large number of features and choose those most effective for ver-
ification, then feed these to an SVM for verification of the test data. Nguyen and Bai [23]
split their training data and use one part to learn metrics in the image feature space and the
other to learn a verification classifier whose input is the learned distances between the image
pairs.

Our Tom-vs-Pete classifiers themselves are based on features extracted at detected parts
of the face such as the corners of the mouth and tip of the nose. Similar parts-based features
are demonstrated for face recognition by [1, 8, 34]. Generation of the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers
can also be viewed as a feature selection process where we seek features suitable for face
verification. There is an extremely large body of work on feature selection from the machine
learning community (for surveys, see [13, 22]), but we do not adopt a formal feature selection
methodology here.

It is well known that alignment is critical for good performance in face recognition with
uncontrolled images [11, 31, 33]. One method often applied is Huang et al.’s [15] “fun-
neling,” which extends the congealing method of Learned-Miller [20] to handle noisy, real-
world images. These methods find transformations that minimize differences in images that
are initially only roughly aligned. Funneled images provided by the LFW maintainers have
been widely used [12, 17, 26, 32, 35], but the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers require a correspon-
dence more precise than funneling provides.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Labeled face parts. (a) There are fifty-five “inner” points at well-defined landmarks
and (b) forty “outer” points that are less well-defined but give the general shape of the face.
(c) The triangulation of the parts used to perform a piecewise affine warp. (Additional fixed
points are placed well outside the face to ensure a rectangular warped image.)

Another common technique is to apply a transformation to the images based on the lo-
cations of detected parts such as the corners of the eyes and mouth. This is the approach of
Kumar et al. [18] and Wolf et al. [33], who detect a small number of parts with a commercial
system and then apply an affine transformation to bring the parts close to fixed locations.
The aligned LFW images from [33] have been released as the LFW-a dataset, which has
subsequently been used by many authors [14, 23, 25, 28, 29, 35], but we desire an alignment
that gives tighter correspondence between the faces.

Alignments based on active appearance models [2, 6, 7] and 3D models [3, 5] are appeal-
ing, but have not yet been demonstrated on images captured in the wild and displaying simul-
taneous variation in pose, lighting, expression, occlusion, and image quality. AAM-based
methods perform alignment by creating a triangulation on a set of detected parts and perform-
ing a piecewise affine transformation that takes the triangles to their positions in the desired
pose. We follow this warping procedure, but detect the parts in a different way, and introduce
an adjustment to the part locations to avoid losing identity information in the transformation.

3 Reference Dataset
The identity-preserving alignment and the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers both rely on a dataset of
reference face images labeled with identities and face part locations. We describe this dataset
here for clarity of explanation in the following sections.

The dataset consists of 20,639 images of 120 people. So that we can train on our dataset
and evaluate our methods on LFW, none of the people in our dataset are in LFW. The images
were collected by searching for the names of public figures on web sites such as Flickr and
Google Images. We filtered the resulting images by running a commercial face detector [24]
to discard images without faces and using Amazon Mechanical Turk to discard images that
were not of the target person, following the procedure outlined in [18]. In addition we
removed the majority of “near-duplicate” images – images derived from the same original,
but with different crops, compression, or other processing – following the method of [27],
which is based on a simple image similarity measure. Images for 60 of the 120 people
are from the “development” part of PubFig [18] dataset (which was collected as described
above), while the remainder are new.

For all 20,639 images, we have obtained the human-labeled locations of 95 face parts,
again using Mechanical Turk. Each point was marked by five labelers, with the mean of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: Warping images to frontal. (a) Original images. (b) Aligning by an affine trans-
formation based on the locations of the eyes, tip of the nose, and corners of the mouth does
not achieve tight correspondence between the images. (c) Warping to put all 95 parts at
their canonical positions gives tight correspondence, but de-identifies the face by altering its
shape. (d) Warping based on genericized part locations gives tight correspondence without
obscuring identity. In all methods, we ensure that the side of the face presented to the camera
is on the right side of the image by performing a left-right reflection when necessary. This
restricts the worst distortions to the left side of the image (shown with a gray wash here),
which the classifiers can learn to weight less important than the right.

the three-label subset having the smallest variance taken as the final location. We divide the
parts into two categories: a set of 55 “inner” parts that occur at edges and corners of relatively
well-defined points on the face, such as the corners of the eyes and the tip of the nose, and a
set of 40 “outer” parts that show the overall shape of the face but are less well-defined and
so harder to precisely localize. The part locations are shown on a sample image in Figure 2.

4 Identity-preserving Alignment
We have constructed our alignment procedure with three criteria in mind. First, although our
classification problem concerns pairs of faces, the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers used in the first
stage operate on single faces. To accommodate this, all images must be aligned to a standard
pose and expression. A “pairwise” alignment in which the images in each pair are brought
into correspondence only with each other, which can produce less distortion than a single
“all images” alignment, is not sufficient. We design our alignment to bring all images to a
frontal pose with neutral expression.

Second, for the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers to be effective, the regions on which they are
trained must have very good correspondence. This is because each classifier uses only a
small part of the face, so the regions will have little or no overlap if the correspondence is
not good, and because the linear nature of the classifiers makes it difficult to learn the more
complex concepts that would be required to deal with poor alignment. Global similarity or
affine transformations, for example, are not ideal because they can bring only two or three
points into perfect alignment, respectively.

Third, we must be careful not to over-align. The perfect alignment procedure for face
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recognition removes differences due to pose and expression but not those due to identity.
Our alignment should turn faces to a frontal pose and close open mouths, but it should not
warp a prominent jaw to a receding chin.

The alignment procedure we have designed to satisfy these criteria requires a set of part
locations on each face. We use the ninety-five parts defined in the reference dataset. To
find them automatically in a test image, we first use the detector of [4], which combines
the results of an independent detector for each part with global models of the parts’ relative
positions, to detect the fifty-five inner parts. Then we find the image in the reference dataset
whose inner parts, under similarity transformation, are closest in an L2 sense to the detected
inner parts, and “inherit” the outer part positions from that image. The parts detector is
trained on a subset of the images in the reference set.

Each part also has a canonical location, where it occurs in an average, frontal face with
neutral expression. To align the image, we adopt the piecewise affine warp often used with
parts detected using active appearance models [6, 7]. We take a Delaunay triangulation of
the canonical part positions and the corresponding triangulation on the part positions in the
image, then map each triangle in the image to the corresponding canonical triangle by the
affine transformation determined by the three vertices. The three correspondences at the
vertices of each triangle produce a unique, exact solution for the affine transformation, so all
the parts are mapped perfectly to their canonical locations. Provided we have a sufficiently
dense set of parts, this ensures the tight correspondence we require.

This system of alignment produces very tight correspondences and effectively compen-
sates for pose and expression. However the warping is so strict, moving the ninety-five parts
to exactly the same locations in every image, that features indicating identity are lost; the
third criterion for our alignment is not satisfied. This can be seen in Figure 3 (c), whose
images are somewhat anonymized compared with (a), (b), and (d). To understand why this
happens, note that since there are parts at both sides of the base of the nose, aligned images
of all subjects will have noses of the same width. To avoid this over-alignment, we will per-
form the alignment based not on the part locations in the image itself, but on “generic” parts
– where the parts would be for an average person with the pose and expression in the image.
For a wide-nosed person, these points will be not on the edge of the nose but slightly inside,
and the above-average width of the nose will be preserved by the piecewise affine warp.

To find the generic parts, we modify the procedure for locating the parts in a test image
as follows. We run the detector of [4] to get the fifty-five inner part locations as before. Then
we find the image with the most similar configuration of parts for each of the 120 subjects in
the reference dataset. We include the additional forty outer parts of these images to get a full
set of ninety-five parts for each of 120 reference faces. These represent the part locations of
120 different individuals with nearly the same pose and expression as the test image. We take
the mean of the 120 sets of part locations to get the generic part locations for the test image.
We use these generic part locations in place of the originally detected locations to produce
an identity-preserving aligned image with a piecewise affine warp as described above.

For large yaw angles, we cannot produce a warp to frontal that looks good on the side of
the face originally turned away from the camera. To reduce the difficulty this presents to the
classifiers, we make a very simple guess at the yaw direction of the face (we use the detected
parts to find the shorter eyebrow and assume the subject is facing that direction), then reflect
the image if necessary so that all faces are facing the left side of the image. In this way, our
classifiers can learn learn to assign more importance to the reliable, right side of the image.
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Figure 4: The top left image is produced by the alignment procedure. Each of the remaining
images shows the region from which one low-level feature is extracted. SIFT descriptors are
extracted from each square and concatenated. Concentric squares indicate SIFT descriptors
at the same point but different scales.

5 Tom-vs-Pete Classifiers and Verification
Each Tom-vs-Pete classifier is a binary classifier trained using a low-level feature on images
of two people from the reference dataset. If there are N subjects in the reference set and k
low-level features, we can train k ·

(N
2

)
Tom-vs-Pete classifiers.

In our experiments, each low-level feature is a concatenation of SIFT descriptors [21]
extracted at several points and scales in one region of the face. By limiting each classifier to
a small region of the face, we hope to learn a concept that will generalize to individuals other
than the two people used for training. The regions, shown in Figure 4, cover the distinctive
features inside the face, such as the nose and eyes, as well as the boundary of the face. The
classifiers are linear support vector machines trained using the LIBLINEAR package [9].

For each face in a verification pair, we evaluate a set of Tom-vs-Pete classifiers and
construct a vector of the signed distances from the decision boundaries. This vector serves
as a descriptor of the face. Following the example of [18], we then concatenate the absolute
difference and element-wise product of the the two face descriptors and pass the result to an
RBF SVM to make the same-or-different decision.

We use 5,000 Tom-vs-Pete classifiers to build the face descriptors. Experiments suggest
that additional classifiers beyond this number are of little benefit. With 120 subjects in the
reference dataset and 11 low-level features, we can train tens of thousands of classifiers, so
we have to choose a subset. There are many reasonable ways to do so, but we design our
procedure motivated by the desire for a subset of classifiers that (a) can handle a wide variety
of subject pairs and (b) complement each other. To achieve the first, we will choose evenly
from classifiers that excel at each reference subject pair. To achieve the second, we will use
Adaboost [10]. We begin by constructing a ranked list of classifiers for each subject pair
(Si,S j), as follows:

1. Let Hi j be the set {h1, ...,hn} of Tom-vs-Pete classifiers that are not trained on Si or
S j.

2. Consider each hk in Hi j as an Si-vs-S j classifier. Do this by fixing the subject with
the greater median output of hk as the positive class, then finding the threshold that
produces equal false positive and false negative rates.

3. Treating Hi j as a set of weak Si-vs-S j classifiers, run the Adaboost algorithm. This
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) A comparison with the best published results on the LFW image-restricted
benchmark, including the Associate-predict method [34], Brain-inspired features [25], and
Cosine Similarity Metric Learning (CSML) [23], (b) The log scale highlights the perfor-
mance of our method at the low-false-positive rates desired by many security applications.

assigns a weight to each hk.
4. Sort Hi j by descending Adaboost weights to get a list of classifiers Li j. An initial

subsequence of Li j will be a set of classifiers, not trained on Si or S j, that combine
effectively to distinguish Si from S j.

We construct an overall ordered list of classifiers, L, by taking the first classifier in each
of the Li j, then the second in each, then the third, etc. Within each group we randomly order
the classifiers, and each classifier is included in L only the first time it occurs. To choose a
subset of classifiers of any size, we take an initial subsequence of L.

6 Results
We evaluate our system on Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [16], a face verification bench-
mark using images collected from Yahoo News. The LFW benchmark consists of 6,000
pairs of faces, half of them “same” pairs and half “different,” divided into ten folds for cross-
validation. In our method the parts detection, alignment, and Tom-vs-Pete classifiers are
based on the reference dataset, so the LFW training folds are used only to train the final
same-vs-different classifier. Note that none of the subjects in our reference set appear in
LFW, so neither the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers nor the parts detector have seen these individ-
uals in training. We follow the “image-restricted” protocol, in which the training face pairs
are marked only with a same or different label and not with the identities of each face (which
would allow the generation of additional training pairs).

We obtain a mean accuracy of 93.10%±1.35%. LFW is widely reported on, with accu-
racies of twenty-five published methods listed on the maintainers’ web site [30] at time of
writing. Figure 5 compares our performance with the top three previously published results.
We achieve a 26.86% reduction in the error rate of the previous best results reported by Yin
et al. [34]. Figure 5 (b) demonstrates our performance at the low false positive rates required
by many security applications. At 10−3 false positive rate we achieve a true positive rate of
55.07%, where the previous best is 40.33% [34].
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: LFW benchmark results. (a) The contribution of the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, com-
pared with random projection or direct use of the low-level features. (b) The contribution
of the alignment method, compared with a piecewise affine warp using non-generic part
locations or a global affine transformation.

Kumar et al. [18] have made the output of their attribute classifiers on the LFW im-
ages available on the LFW web site [30]. These classifiers are similar to our Tom-vs-Pete
classifiers, but are trained on images hand labeled with attributes such as gender and age.
Appending the attributes classifier outputs to our vector of Tom-vs-Pete outputs boosts our
accuracy to 93.30%±1.28%.

Our method is efficient. Training and selection of the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers is done
offline. The eleven low-level features are constructed from SIFT descriptors at a total of
just 34 points on the face, at one to three scales each. These features are shared by all of
the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers. Evaluation of each Tom-vs-Pete classifier requires evaluation of
a single dot product. Finally, the RBF SVM verification classifier must be evaluated on a
single feature vector.

To demonstrate the relative importance of each part of our system, we run the benchmark
with several stripped-down variants of the algorithm:
• Random projection: Replace each Tom-vs-Pete classifier with a random projection

of the low-level feature it uses. Shown in Figure 6 (a).
• Low-level features only: Discarding the Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, concatenate the low-

level features to produce a descriptor of each face, and use the absolute difference of
these descriptors as the feature vector for the same-or-different classifier. Shown in
Figure 6 (a).

• Non-generic warp: Train and use Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, but use the detected part
locations directly in a piecewise affine warp, rather than the genericized locations that
produce the identity-preserving warp. Shown in Figure 6 (b).

• Affine alignment: Train and use Tom-vs-Pete classifiers, but align all images with
global affine transformations based on the detected locations of the eyes and mouth
instead of our identity-preserving warp. Shown in Figure 6 (b).

Figure 6 includes ROC curves from these experiments and from the full system, showing
that each part of the method contributes to the high accuracy.
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7 Conclusions
We have presented a method of face verification that takes advantage of a reference set
of labeled images in two novel ways. First, our identity-preserving alignment warps face
images in a way that corrects for pose and expression but preserves geometry distinctive to
the subject, based on face parts in similar configurations in the reference set. Second, the
verification decision itself is based on the output from our fast, linear Tom-vs-Pete classifiers,
which are trained to distinguish anyone from anyone by considering every possible pair of
subjects in the reference set.

The method is efficient and accurate. We evaluate on the standard Labeled Faces in the
Wild image-restricted benchmark, on which it achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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